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Our range of green roof build-up covers partially or completely of a 

building with vegetation and soil, or a growing medium, planted over 

our waterproofing membrane ShieldTEC, ShieldFLEX, ULTRAShield 

or others Shield systems. It can also be used above water attenuation 

systems such as ShieldBLU.

The benefits are mainly to improve the aesthetic appearance of the 

roof however from a technical stand point it provides better acoustic, 

thermal and ambient air quality. This system is widely used on new 

developments but can also be incorporated to existing buildings. 

Our living roofs consist of 4 different varieties: 

• ShieldBROWN

• ShieldGREEN

• ShieldDIVERSE

• ShieldINTENSIVE

Thrayle House 
Henry Construction

WHAT IS SHIELDLIVING?

All the green roof build up achieves a natural sustainable habitat 

using a variety of materials that are mixed to the clients requirements 

off site.

The range of living roofs provided allow the client a wide scope of 

aesthetic appearance and geological benefits. Manually planting 

individual plug format (ShieldGREEN and ShieldINTENSIVE) gives a 

spectrum of species and an opportunity to design the layout of the 

roof. 

Seed mixes are designed for the harsh conditions on a roof 

(ShieldDIVERSE). Vegetation mats allows for instant coverage with 

native wild-flower or grass (ShieldBROWN). 

For further effectiveness on water-flow and a design to alleviate 

flood risk, ShieldBLU is a system that controls the discharge over a 

long period of time through attenuation. 
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BENEFITS

Wildlife HabitatImproved Air Quality

ShieldLIVING will improve the air quality by 

absorbing atmospheric carbon dioxide and 

releasing oxygen. The air pollutants are washed 

into the growing medium by rainfall where they are 

filtered out. In turn the plants and substrate release 

water vapour that humidify the air.

Roof Membrane Protection

With the vegetation above the roof deck, it will 

protect the waterproof membrane from extreme 

weather, temperature and ultra violet radiation, 

prolonging its durability and effectiveness.

Reduce Water Run-Off

Water is stored on the substrate of the green roof 

and is taken up by the plants and be evaporated and 

transpiration back to the atmosphere. Living roofs 

also allows delays the run-off time, which will 

decrease stress on drains and sewers at peak flow 

periods as it can retain more than 40% of 

precipitation.

Temperature Regulation

Through the daily cycle of condensation and 

evaporation using the heat energy around 

them, the plants are to cool and humidify the air 

improving the micro-climate. 

Reduced Energy Costs

The build up of living roofs will increase the 

thermal performance of the system, as well 

as reducing excessive heat into the building 

below the build up. This cuts down the cost 

to condition the air temperature within the 

building.

ShieldLIVING provide natural areas of pocket 

habitat that are linked together with the local 

flora and fauna. As they are isolated and 

undisturbed they will harbour different species 

of insects and have potential to support nesting 

birds.
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• ShieldDRAIN drainage sheet
• Thickness - 20 mm
• Can be cut and shaped around particular details

Geotextile Filter Membrane:
• Recycled multi-coloured polyester
• Weight - 300g/m
• Laid above and below drainage layer

Low nutrient growing medium:
      (60%)

• Locally sourced marine aggregate and grit   (5-10%)
      (10-20%)

• Crushed brick or rubble

• Soil substrate
• Wood mulch       (10-20%)

Maximum Area Incline:
• 15

Product Specification:

• Component Ref:

• Growing medium:

• Fertiliser:

• Vegetation:

• Vegetation barrier:

• Outlet Inspection
Chamber:

ShieldBROWN System 

Low nutrient

Not required

Self-vegetate from local fauna 

20-40mm Washed pebbles
ShieldMET retainer

ShieldSPECT inspection 
chamber (500 x 500 x  
100mm)
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Substrate 1

ShieldTEC Hotmelt System2

ShieldBOARD XPS Insulation3

Geotextile Filter Layer4

ShieldDRAIN Drainage Layer5

Geotextile Filter Layer6

Growing Medium7

ShieldBROWN
The ShieldBROWN system is a low maintenance planting build up that requires little to no irrigation as it is a made up of 

recycled materials mixed into the growing medium.

This type of living area is intended to create a natural wasteland that becomes the basis for local fauna and flora to intervene 

into the self-germinate substrate. The system begins as a blank canvas but over time along with the building life, the top of the 

substrate will slowly develop with local vegetation through the influence of its surroundings.

The main benefit of this build up is that it requires very little maintenance as it is self sustained and self germinating.

Product Guidance:

Drainage Layer:

o

SYSTEM 
BUILD UP
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Maintenance 

System to be maintained in accordance with British 
Standards and the GRO Green Roof Guide. 



ShieldGREEN
These are plug and plant wildflower or sedum blanket mixes that require maintenance from time to time, however best results are 
achieved through irrigation. They can also be left to naturally develop.

They are designed for sedum or wildflower blanket and plug & plant system with a build-up of 70-150mm.

This option allows for a greater assortment of vegetation which can be pre-selected to suit the location, roof top growing 
conditions, colour designs or biodiversity. Individual undeveloped plants are planted into the substrate on request.

Product Guidance:

Drainage Layer:

• ShieldDRAIN drainage sheet
• Thickness - 20 - 40mm
• Can be cut and shaped around particular details

Geotextile Filter Membrane:
• Recycled multi-coloured polyester
• Weight - 300g/m
• Laid above and below drainage layer

Growing medium:
• Soil substrate (50mm Thick)
• Plug and plant sedum/wildflower mixes  (30mm Thick)

Vegetation:
• Plug and plant wildflower/sedum mixes
• A natural sustainable habitat can be created
• Very low maintenance and no irrigation required

(Once fully established)

Maximum Area Incline:
• 15

Product Specification:

Manufacturer:
• Component Ref:

• Drainage Layer:

• Growing medium:

• Fertiliser:

• Vegetation:

• Vegetation barrier:

• Outlet Inspection
Chamber:

Component ShieldGREEN 
System

ShieldDRAIN (15-20mm)

High nutrient

Required for: Sedum 
Wildflower blanket or plug 
planted shrubs, wildflower 
seed mix)

Sedum/Wildflower mix

20-40mm Washed pebbles
ShieldMET retainer

ShieldSPECT inspection 
chamber (500 x 500 x 
100mm)
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Substrate 

ShieldTEC Hotmelt System

ShieldBOARD XPS Insulation

Geotextile Filter Layer

ShieldDRAIN Drainage Layer

Geotextile Filter Layer

Soil Substrate 80-100mm

Sedum blanket / Plug & Plant 
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Maintenance 

System to be maintained in accordance with British 
Standards and the GRO Green Roof Guide. 

SYSTEM 
BUILD UP



ShieldDIVERSE
Similar to brown roofs, ShieldDIVERSE is a bio-diverse green roof system that encourages the growth of local plants and 

provide the perfect habitat for insects, birds and other local wildlife with improved aesthetic through sedum plugs manually 

placed to influence growth onto the system. This can provide the necessary shelter for endangered species that would 

otherwise be displaced by building footprint.

Product Guidance:

Drainage Layer:
• ShieldDRAIN drainage sheet
• Thickness - 6-15mm
• Can be cut and shaped around particular details

Geotextile Filter Membrane:
• Recycled multi-coloured polyester
• Weight - 300g/m
• Laid above and below drainage layer

Growing medium:
      (60%)

• Locally sourced marine aggregate and grit   (5-10%)
      (10-20%)

• Crushed brick or rubble

• Soil substrate
• Wood mulch       (10-20%)

Vegetation:
• Sedum, wildflower seeds are planted with native or

local plants
• A natural sustainable habitat can be created
• Very low maintenance and no irrigation required
• Opportunities to recycle site waste in substrate (This

must be tested prior to being used as ShieldDIVERSE
system)

Maximum Area Incline:
• 15

Product Specification:

Manufacturer:
• Component Ref:

• Drainage Layer:

• Growing medium:

• Fertiliser:

• Vegetation:

• Vegetation barrier:

• Outlet Inspection
Chamber:

Component ShieldDIVERSE 
System
ShieldDRAIN (6-15mm)

Low nutrient

Not required

Sedum/Wildflower mix

20-40mm Washed pebbles
ShieldMET retainer

ShieldSPECT inspection 
chamber (500 x 500 x  
100mm)
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Substrate 1

ShieldTEC Hotmelt System2

ShieldBOARD XPS Insulation3

Geotextile Filter Layer4

ShieldDRAIN Drainage Layer5

Geotextile Filter Layer6

Soil Substrate 80-100mm7

Sedum/Wildflower/Local Seedmix8
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Maintenance 

System to be maintained in accordance with British 
Standards and the GRO Green Roof Guide. 

SYSTEM 
BUILD UP



SYSTEM 
BUILD UP

ShieldINTENSIVE
ShieldINTENSIVE provides the most aesthetically pleasing living area finish. This is done through manual plug and plants along 

with a variation of wildflower/sedum mixes, making it the most vibrant and aesthetically pleasing of all living area finishes.

This is however the most costly build-up due to its high demand for maintenance and irrigation. This build up is most suitable 

for more complex large scale areas.
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Substrate 

ShieldTEC Hotmelt System

ShieldBOARD XPS Insulation

Geotextile Filter Layer

ShieldDRAIN Drainage Layer

Geotextile Filter Layer

Soil Substrate 80-100mm

Lawn, planters
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Product Guidance:

Drainage Layer:

• ShieldDRAIN drainage sheet
• Thickness - 20 - 40mm
• Can be cut and shaped around particular details

Geotextile Filter Membrane:
• Recycled multi-coloured polyester
• Weight - 300g/m
• Laid above and below drainage layer

Growing medium:
• Soil substrate (50mm Thick)
• Plug and plant sedum/wildflower mixes

Vegetation:
• Plug and plant wildflower/sedum mixes
• A natural sustainable habitat can be created
• Maintenance and irrigation required (Once fully

established)

Maximum Area Incline:
• 15

Product Specification:

Manufacturer:
• Component Ref:

• Drainage Layer:

• Growing medium:

• Fertiliser:

• Vegetation:

• Vegetation barrier:

• Outlet Inspection
Chamber:

Component 
ShieldINTENSIVE System

ShieldDRAIN (15-20mm)

High nutrient

Required for: Sedum 
Wildflower blanket or plug 
planted shrubs, wildflower 
seed mix

Sedum/Wildflower mix

20-40mm Washed pebbles
ShieldMET retainer

ShieldSPECT inspection 
chamber (500 x 500 x 
100mm)
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Maintenance 

System to be maintained in accordance with British 
Standards and the GRO Green Roof Guide. 

• Sedum blanket (30mm Thick)

• Wildflower blanket (30mm Thick)



Substrate 

ShieldTEC Hotmelt System

ShieldBOARD XPS Insulation

Geotextile Filter Layer

ShieldBLU Attentuation Drainage Layer

ShieldDRAIN Drainage Layer

Geotextile Filter Layer

Soil Substrate 80-100mm
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SYSTEM 
BUILD UP

ShieldBLU
ShieldBLU roof system is a fully warranted waterproofing 
and sustainable drainage solution. Exploiting the respective 
strengths of high engineered drainage system and the 
performance waterproofing solutions, storm-water 
discharge is controlled at source; providing a valuable flood 
risk mitigation tool. 

The blue roof system is used as a heavy duty void former 
for temporary attenuation and filtration of rainwater roofing 
systems prior to controlled discharge to the surface water 
drainage system or to holding tanks for use as recycled 
rainwater run-off. 

Product Guidance:

Drainage Layer:
• ShieldBLU drainage sheet
• Thickness (Varies)

Geotextile Filter Membrane:
• Recycled multi-coloured polyester
• Weight - 300g/m
• Laid above and below drainage layer

Nutrient growing medium:
• Dependent on ShieldLIVING build up

Vegetation:
• Dependant on ShieldLIVING build up

2
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SEDUM MIX  

• A variety of plants for varied aesthetic appearance

• Greater depth of substrate enables a broader range of plant

species to be incorporated on the roof

• Increased rainwater attenuation capacity compared to

vegetation blanket installation

• Cost effective on larger roofs

• Most lightweight living roof system available, making it ideal

for retrofitting on a building or on a new build construction

• Delivers instant greenery on a roof, improving the aesthetics

• Cost effective

• Sedum blankets are available and delivered on site quickly

Sedum blanket utilises the vegetation support layer and is installed 

over a substrate base of around 50-100mm depth which allowed 

for increase rainwater attenuation capacity, thus reducing the level 

of rainwater entering the drainage system.

Plug Plants
With similar species specified for sedum blankets, they can also be 

incorporated into a plug plant format for ShieldLIVING finishes. 

Each individual plants will have a structure and form with a variety 

of colours that provides a diverse aesthetic appearance of the roof.

Key Features: 

Sedum Blanket
Shield Membranes provides up to 12 different species of sedum 

blanket with variations between moss and grass to ensure plant 

diversity used on our ShieldLIVING systems. All plants are selected 

to be suited towards the location the clients requirements, whilst 

keeping the weight and maintenance to a minimum.

Our sedum blanket system are very lightweight and cost-effective 

way of quickly producing a sedum vegetation finish onto an area.

Key Features: 

Colindale
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• Sedum Acre

• Sedum  Album

• Sedum Ellacombianum

• Sedum Floriferum

• Sedum Forsterianum

• Sedum Hypridum

• Sedum Kamtshaticum

• Sedum Montanum

• Sedum Reflexum

• Sedum Selskianum

• Sedum Sexangulare

• Sedum Spurium

The benefits of having a sedum plug and plant are due to there 

tolerance to drought, wind and frost and will steadily grow and 

spread to provide an even vegetative cover over time. 

Species
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Camley Street
Ardmore

• Most lightweight green roof system available, making it ideal

for retrofitting on a building or on a new build construction

• Delivers instant greenery on a roof, improving the aesthetics

• Cost effective

• Sedum blankets are available and delivered on site quickly

Wildflower Blanket
Our wildflower blanket has been developed to meet the growing 

demand for a native species vegetation blanket to satisfy the 

clients requirement.  

The 22 species of wildflower and herbs incorporated into the 

blanket have been selected to provide a vibrant plant community 

whilst also delivering a range of native species that will be present 

on most of the biodiversity action plan lists provided from the 

clients requirement demand. Other species are available on 

request in order to meet your requirements.

Key Features: 

WILDFLOWER MIX 

• A variety of plants for varied aesthetic appearance

• Greater depth of substrate enables a broader range of plant

species to be incorporated on the roof

• Increased rainwater attenuation capacity compared to

vegetation blanket installation

• Cost effective on larger roofs

The benefits of having a wildflower plug and plant is due to its 

greater biodiversity and interest through a mixture involving 

wildflower, herb and grasses.  

Depending on the wildflower blankets importance feature to 

either support the ecology or for its visual appearance, the former 

will require a basic level of irrigation and maintenance after 

installation will suffice. For the latter it will require a greater level 

of maintenance and irrigation in order to maintain its desired visual 

appeal.

Plug Plants
With similar species specified for wildflower blankets, they can also 

be incorporated into a plug plant format for ShieldLIVING finishes. 

Each individual plants will have a structure and form with a variety 

of colours that provides a diverse aesthetic appearance of the roof.

Key Features: 
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• Agrimony

• Kidney Vetch

• Common Knapweed

• Wild Basil

• Viper’s Bugloss

• Dropwort

• Lady’s Bedstraw

• Common Rock-Rose

• Perforate St John’s Wort

• Wild Candytuft

• Field Scabious

• Rough Hawkbit

• Oxeye Daisey

• Birdsfoot Trefoil

• Wild Marjoram

• Hoary Plantain

• Salad Burtnet

• Cowslip

• Sealfheal

• Small Scabious

• Bladder Campion

• Dark Mullein

• Agrimonia Eupatoria

• Anythyllis Bulnerari

• Centaurea Nigra

• Clinopodium Vulgare

• Echium Vulgare

• Filipendula Vulgaria

• Galium Verum

• Helianthemum Nummularium

• Hypericum Perforatum

• Iberis Amara

• Knautia Arvensis 

• Leontodon Hispidus

• Leucanthemum Vulgare

• Lotus Corniculatus

• Origanum Vulgare

• Plantago Media

• Poterium Sanguisorba - 

 (Sanguisorba Minor)

• Primula Veris

• Prunella Vulgaris

• Scabiosa Columbaria

• Silene Vulgaris

• Verbascum Nigrim

Latin Name Common Name

Species
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Island Point
CPL

INSTALLATION

The key to any green roof installation is the care taken of the 

vegetation at the time of installation and immediately thereafter to 

ensure that it establishes in its new location and will require only 

minimal maintenance to keep it in good condition in the future.

Whilst every installation will have a marginally different 

requirements, dependent upon a broad range of factors, the 

following information is intended to provide a general insight into 

what will be needed in most situations.

Harvesting and Delivery to Site

The vegetation blankets are harvested and transported to site 

within 24 hours.

On-Site Requirements
Blankets: 

A water supply at roof top level is required during the installation 

of any vegetation blanket. Once an area of installation is completed 

the vegetation blanket is heavily watered to ensure that the plants 

and substrate are saturated before moving on to the next area. 

The installation pattern is quite straightforward and will be 

delivered by the Shield Membranes or an Approved Contractor to 

suit the roof shape, orientation and pitch. Upon completion of the 

installation, Shield Membranes organic slow release fertiliser is 

applied and watered-in to assist the plants’ establishment and 

providing them with nutrients to promote growth. 

Plug Plants: 

The plants in their trays are saturated prior to the commencement 

of planting out. Plugs are place in groups of 5-13 of the same 

species dependent upon the overall roof size, at the density per m2 

as specified. The completed area is watered to saturation point 

before moving on to the next section.

Seeds Mix: 

The seeds require sufficient depth of Shield Membranes'

extensive substrate support the roots of the plants once they 

are fully established. This is a lightweight growing medium that 

is manufactured to FLL standards which is then top-dressed 

with Shield Membranes Seed Bed Substrate, which has a finer 

consistency and higher level of organic matter to enable the seeds 

to germinate. 

The substrate is watered sufficiently, almost to saturation, before 

the seed mix is sown on the roof.
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INSTALLATION
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Gantry
Ardmore

In order to comply with the Green Roof Code of Best Practice and 

achieve a overall roof fire rating of BROOF (t4) the below design 

elements must be implemented.

Growing Medium

• Where no permanent irrigation system is installed, as on most

extensive and biodiverse green roofs, the growing medium

should contain less than 20% organic content.

• Minimum substrate depths of 80mm

FIRE SAFETY

Fire Breaks

The provision of fire breaks within the green roof construction are 

important to eliminate or minimise the spread of flame across the 

roof area.

• Firebreaks should be made of 20-40mm ballast with a minimum 

thickness of 50mm, or paving slabs.

• Firebreaks should be included around all perimeters to a 

minimum of 300mm wide, and ideally 500mm wide.

• A 500mm Fire break is required where the green roof is 

adjacent to:

- Opening roof lights

- Opening doors

- Opening windows

- A 1m firebreak should be installed every 40m on larger roofs



MAINTENANCE

Vegetation Barriers

Vegetation barriers are created and installed by using 20-40mm 

Stone washed ballast at the perimeters, upstands and abutments 

and provides protection against wind uplift at the edges of the 

blanket as well as rapid surface drainage during heavy rainfall. 

Post Installation Watering Requirements:

ShieldLIVING vegetation Blankets will require a post-installation 

irrigation period of 2 weeks for sedums and wildflowers where the 

blankets should not be allowed to dry out. The amount of 

watering the plants will require depends upon 

the location of the building, the roof type and degree pitch, 

local climate and exposure levels and the type of plants in the 

vegetation blanket, this will also apply to plug plants vegetation 

installation. 

It may be necessary to irrigate for longer than this if installation 

is followed by a warm, dry spell of weather. To encourage the 

plants to survive without topical irrigation and harden them ready 

to survive the winter it is important to start cutting back watering 

from early September. The maintenance requirement in the years 

following installation will depend upon the weather experienced 

through the winter and early spring of each year and should follow 

our standard extensive living roof maintenance guidelines, 

excepting where weather conditions have caused significant 

damage to the vegetation. 
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CALL US

(+44) 207740 9279

EMAIL US

     info@shieldmembranes.com

VIEW US

   www.shieldmembrane.com

This information given in good faith being based on the latest knowledge available to Shield Membranes products Ltd. Whilst every effort has been made to ensure that 

contents of the publication are current while going to press, customers are advised that products, techniques and codes of practice are under constant review and liable to 

change without notice. For further information on Shield Membranes products and services please contact us on www.shieldmembranes.com

© 2019 Shield Membranes Ltd \ All rights reserve \ All trademarks acknowledge

Further Information & Systems

Shield Membranes has utilised its long term experiences and knowledge to provide a variation 

of systems that can be applied to flat roof projects, with systems involving green roof, cold 

applied systems or car parks. Feel free to contact us for further information or questions on 

other ranges Shield Membranes provides. 

ShieldTEC

Hot Melt Waterproofing

ShieldLIVING

Green Roof Build Up

ShieldSEAL

Cold Applied Waterproofing

Living Roof Build Ups

LIVING
Hot Melt Waterproofing System Cold Applied

Waterproofing System
Cold Applied
Waterproofing System
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FIND US

14 Princewrood Rd, Earlstree 
Ind. Estate, Corby, Northants 

NN17 4AP

CONNECT WITH US

   www.linkedin.com/company/
shield-membranes-limited

TWEET US

https://twitter.com/
smembranes
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“Your protected with 
shield on your side”

Shield Membranes Ltd

T -  (+44) 20 7740 9279
E -  info@shieldmembranes.com 
W - www.shieldmembranes.com
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